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Abstract 
As   the use    of    industrial    robots   increases,    researchers   in 
robotics  are challenged  to  improye   the methods  of interacting with 
robots.     One response  to this  challenge is the development of  robot 
simulators. 
Potential uses of robot simulators, such as robot design and 
selection of robots, require robot-independejice. Thus, robot- 
independence was the motivation for a robot simulator developed in 
the Institute for Robotics at Lehigh University. While developing 
the simulator, it was determined that some- parts of a robot 
simulator require knowledge of the" robot being simulated. It was, 
however, determined that the algorithm for producing a . graphic 
display of a robot from a model  could be robot-independent. 
Richard Paul's model of robot kinematics was used. This model 
supports most industrial robots. For testing purposes, four robots, 
each representing a different robot geometry type, were modelled and 
displayed. 
We were inspired by some successful, although limited, robot 
simulators running on personal computers to develop our simulator on 
a personal computer. The simulator was written in BASICA, an 
advanced version of BASIC and the code was compiled to achieve a 
faster  (than interpreted) execution speed.     An IBM personal  computer 
1 
with a color graphics monitor was used. 
In its present state, the- simulator displays a robot and its 
environment. The robot's position can be changed using function 
keys. Successive robot positions can be recorded on disk and 
displayed at a later time. Although several enhancements are 
required before it will have practical . applications., the ..simulator..,, 
has proven that 1) at least part of a robot simulator can be written 
in a robot-independent way and 2) personal'computers are a potential 
medium for robot simulation. 
1.  Introduction 
As the use of industrial robots increases, improved methods of 
developing robotic applications are required. Early programming 
methods required that the programmer move the robot through the 
desired motion either manually or by using a teach box. As 
languages were introduced, they were used in conjunction with a 
teach box. The next level of programming robots , still in the ' 
research and development stage, is "task-oriented" programming. At 
this level, the programmer uses commands in a language which has 
statements that are task-oriented rather than- robot position 
oriented. 
Robot simulators can be valuable at any programming level. 
Since they allow robot programs' to. be written and tested without 
having access to, or even owning the robot, human safety is 
improved. In' addition, there are economic advantages since the 
robot is not removed from production until  final  program  checkout. 
Simulators can be used for designing robots, for workcell 
layout, for choosing the best robot for a given application, and for 
educational purposes. 
Robot   simulators   vary   in  their  capabilities.      From   the  above 
.list  of   potential   uses   of  robot   simulators,   it   can   be   seen  that  a 
simulator  .capable   of   simulating   several    types   of   robots   would   be 
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valuable. The ability to simulate several types of robots was the 
primary objective in the development of LUSIM, a graphic robot 
simulator developed by the author at the Institute for Robotics at 
Lehigh University under  the direction of Dr.  Roger Nagel. 
This objective was achieved by implementing the model of a 
robot explained in Robot Manipulators: Ma thematic?, Pr"p?-iiWni1ff and. 
Control by Richard Paul [12]. As part of the thesis work, four 
robots representing four different robot types were modelled and 
displayed. 
The   secondary    objective   was    to   develop   the   simulator   on   a 
personal   computer.     We were inspired  to  use  a  personal   computer   by 
"     .J 
some   successful   robot .simulators  which   are   executed   on  a  personal 
computer,     These  simulators are-limited to one robot with restricted 
motions  [5,  9].. 
The simulator was written in BASICA, an advanced version of 
BASIC   and   compiled.       It   runs   on  an   IBM   personal   computer  with   a 
color graphics monitor. 
,,,. *t ■ ■ 
The total effort entailed learning"what is involved in a robot 
simulator, finding a suitable model of a robot, choosing a geometric 
model for producing a graphic display, choosing a • computer and a 
programming language,  and implementing the simulator. 
V 
The results were the following: 1) An algorithm for producing 
a graphic display of a robot and its environment was successfully 
implemented using a model which can describe most industrial' robots. 
t 
2)Four representative robots were modelled and displayed. 3) A 
teach-box simulator and a routine for displaying successive robot 
positions were implemented showing that the ^above model and 
algorithm could be the foundation of a practical system. .4) All of 
the above was done on a personal computer. 5) The*" time required for 
the simulation to display the robot and its cell is slow, but 
acceptable . This is due to the number of calculations required for 
the  simulation. 
Chapter 2 defines some of the terms 'that will be used. Chapter 
3 discusses the mathematics used in the simulator and Chapter 4 
•discusses robot kinematics. The simulation program itself is 
discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents some of the problems, 
encountered in using BASIC and a personal computer to write a robot 
simulator. In Chapter 7, example workcells are presented and the 
definition qf workcells is .discussed. Finally, Chapter 8 draws 
conclusions and suggests enhancements to  the simulator. 
2. Definition of Terms 
Some of the terms that will be used should be defined and 
discussed at this point. 
2.1  Robot 
The Robot Institute of America defines a robot as a 
"programmable, multi-function manipulator designed to 
move material, parts, tools, or special devices through 
variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety 
of task3." 
For the purposes of this simulator, a robot is a mechanical 
structure that moves in a predictable way. A robot consists of a 
several components called links which are connected by joints. We 
shall assume that a robot has six joints (and six degrees of 
freedom) although • the principles discussed here would apply to a 
robot with any number of  joints. 
Joints may be revolute (rotating), or prismatic (sliding). All 
links except the first and last are connected at both ends to 
another link. The first link is^ connected to the base of the robot 
and to the second link. The last link is connected to the second 
last link and to  the end effector  or robot hand. 
2.2 Simulation 
Shigley [15,p. 6] defines simulation as the use of a (computer 
to manipulate a mathematical model for the purpose of obtaining 
information. In LUSIM, the robot and its environment are modelled. 
The graphic display represents the current state of the model. The 
teach-box simulator is used to change the state of the model, 
producing a new image  on the screen. 
2.3 Kinematics 
Bottema and Roth  [7,  p.  vii] define kinematics as 
"that- branch of mechanics which treats the phenomenon 
of motion withqut regard to the cause of the motion... there 
is no reference to mass or force; the concern is, only with 
relative positions and their changes.*1 
LUSIM is concerned only with robot kinematics. It ignores the 
dynamic properties of a robot. Few simulators at the present time 
attempt to simulate robot dynamics. The problems involved in 
simulating dynamics are discussed by Kretch [6]. These include the 
inherent difficulty of the subject, the lack of adequate computer 
systems and the inconsistencies in the dynamic properties among 
different copies of a robot.      > 
2.4 Geometry 
In order to simulate and graphically display, the motion of a 
robot, it is necessary to manipulate a geometric model. The 
geometry used in the LUSIM model was designed to meet this' 
objective. Each robot link is modelled Using extruded polyhedrons to 
represent the boundaries of the link. The display shows all the 
edges of  the robot.     This is sometimes called a wire-frame model. 
2.5 Forward and Inverse Kinematic Solutions 
The  forward   kinematic   problem   is  to  find   the  location  of   the 
.    . t   , 
end of the robot given the values of the joint variables. The 
inverse kinematic problem is to find the values of the joint 
variables given the location of the end of the robot, where the end" 
of the robot is defined by sjjecifying the position and orientation 
of the hand in a cartesian coordinate system. 
2.6 Teaoh-Box 
A teach box is a device equipped with buttons or switches which 
the programmer uses to move the robot. A teach box may operate in 
different modes. In joint mode, individual joints are moved. In 
world mode, the end of the robot is moved in some direction with 
respect to a given reference frame. LUSIM provides a simulation of 
a teach box. Function keys are used to represent the buttons or 
switches.     Two modes,   joint and world are provided. 
2.7 Robot Independence 
With respect to the simulation program, LUSIM, the 'term "robot- 
independent" is used to refer to that part of the simulator that 
will "work" for any robot given the necessary data for a particular 
robot. It is independent of any particular robot in the sense that 
the code was written without any knowledge of the details of the 
robots that would be displayed. On the other hand, the inverse 
kindmatic solution is robot-dependent in the sense that different 
algorithms must be "written for different types of robots. It is not 
simply a matter of assigning values to variables. 
3. Mathematics 
This chapter describes the mathematical concepts used in the 
simulator. These concepts enable one to express the relationships 
between robot parts and to describe the l6cations of the robot and 
the objects inVits environment. A complete development of the 
mathematics used in the study of robot kinematics is found in [12]. 
3.1 Coordinate Systems 
The concept of a coordinate system or frame of reference is 
central to the simulator. A coordinate system consists of an origin 
and   three   mutually   perpendicular   axes, labelled   x,y,z   (See   Figure 
3.1).      A   point   whose   x,y,z   coordinates   are.a,b,c   respectively   is 
" • ' T represented in vector form as  [a,b,c,1]   . 
3.2 Transformations 
The relationship between two coordinate systems is described by 
a homogeneous transformation. Homogeneous transformations have 
several useful properties which are described in Section 3-3. 
Transformations are used to convert the description of a point in' 
one reference frame to a description in another frame. For 
ipstance, if the vector p is described In reference'frame 1 and the 
matrix T describes reference frame 1 with respect to reference frame 
2,   then p'   ,where p' = Tp,   describes the same point in frame 2. 
The  transformation may   describe  a  translation;   a rotation or  a 
10 
combination of these. Homogeneous transformations are represented 
by 4X4 matrices. The matrix representations of translations and 
rotations are given in Figures 3.2-3.5. 
3.3 Properties of Homogeneous Transformations 
A   4X4   homogeneous   transformation   is   a   transformation   T   such 
that    p'     =    Tp    +    b    where    b    is     [0,0,0;0]     [16]. Homogeneous 
transformations have the following properties: 1) If T is a 
homogeneous transformation describing frame B with respect to frame 
A and T' is a homogeneous transformation describing frame C with 
respect to frame B, then the product T" = TT1 is a homogeneous 
transformation describing frame C with respect to frame A [17]. If 
T  describes frame A with respect to frame B,   then the inverse  of T, 
T      describes frame B with respect to frame A. 
/ 
The   vector    dot    product   is   used   in   the    calculation   of    the 
T T inverse   transformation.     Let  v =  [a,b,c,1]     and V   =  [a' ,b' ,c' , 1]   .. 
Then the vector dot product v.v'  =  aa'+bb'+cc'. 
11 
z 
-> 
Figure 3-1:      World Coordinate System of the Simulator 
12 
10 0a 
o 1 ;      0 b ■ ^ 
0 0 1 c 
0 0 0 1 
Figure 3-2:      Translation Matrix 
1 0 0 0 
0 cos .t       -sin t 0 
0 sin t        cos t 0 
0 0 o' 1 
Figure 3-3:      Rotation about x by Angle t 
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cos t 0 sin t 0 
0 1 0 0 
-sin t 0 cos t 0 
0 0 0 • 1 
Figure 3-4:       Rotation about y by Angle t 
cos t       -sin to 0 
sin t        cos t       0 0 
0 0 '   1 0 
Figure 3-5:      Rotation about z by Angle t 
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Let T be  the following matrix: 
nx- ox ax Px 
ny oy ay Py 
>    *z        ,     oz az Pz 
0 0 0 1 
Then T~1,   the inverse of T,   is: 
nx "V . ^ -p.n 
°x °y °z -p.o 
ax *y ^ 
-p.a 
0 0 0 1 
15 
4.  Robot Kinematics 
Reference frames are used to describe the location of the robot 
and other objects in its environment and to describe the 
relationships between parts of the robot. The goal is to describe 
everything in one reference frame, which will hereafter be called 
the world frame (See Figure 3.1). 
The principles of robot kinematics were used to describe, the 
relationships between parts of the robot. The major reference for 
robot kinematics was  [12]. 
4.1 Forward and Inverse Problems 
Two    classic   -problems   in   robot    kinematics    are    the    forward 
problem  and   the  inverse   problem.     The  forward  kinematic  problem is 
to. find   the  location  of   the  robot   given  the   state  of   its  joints. 
The inverse  kinematic  problem is .to find the joint values given the 
location of  the end of the robot.     "Location" refers to the position 
and   orientation^    of    the    end   of    the    manipulator    or    of    the   end 
effector  in  the world frame.     The following equation represents the 
situation: 
BTE =  0 
The matrix B describes  the frame of  the robot's base with respect to 
v 
1In a  matrix describing a  frame,   the last   column is  the  position 
and the first three  columns describe the orientation. 
16 
y 
the world frame , T describes the end of the robot with respect to 
the base and E describes the frame of the end effector with respect 
to the end of  the robot.     The matrix 0 describes the location of the 
end effector in the world frame. 
x> 
4.2 A matrices 
We have defined a robot as a series of links connected by 
revolute or prismatic joints. Each link of a robot has its own 
coordinate system. The z axis is the axis of movement of joint 
n+1. The homogeneous transformation describing the relationship 
between the coodinate frames of successive links is called an A- 
matrix. The matrix A describes the frame of linkn with respect to 
link ... Four parameters a,b,d,t determine the An matrix. The 
parameters are defined as follows: 
a    is  the  distance  along the  common normal  between the axes of 
joints n and n+1  (between zQ ,   and zn) 
b    is the angle'between the axis of joints n and n+1. 
2The    angles    t    and    b    are    normally     called    theta    and    alpha 
respectively. 
17 
d    is  the  distance   between  the normals^ intersecting the joint 
n (zn_i) axis. 
t     is  the  angle   between the   normals intersecting  the  joint   n 
axis. 
For  revolute joints,   a,b and d are constant and t is variable. 
For prismatic joints,   a,b and t are constant and d is variable. 
A    is the result of  the following sequence  of transformations: 
Rotation by angle tQ about the zQ_^  axis. 
Translation by a distance d    along the zQ_^ axis. 
Translation by a length a    along the xn axis. 
Rotation by angle  b    about the xQ axis. 
The result AQ is: 
^There are two normals intersecting each axis, one is the normal 
between axisn_« and axisn. The other is the normal between axisn and 
axisn+1. 
18 
COS   t —sin t cos b sin t sin b a cos t 
sin t cos t cos b -cos t sin b a sin t 
0 sin b cps b d 
0 0 0 1ST""" 
4.3 Denavit-Hartenberg Notation 
The above notation used to describe the relationship between 
links can be traced to Denavit and Hartenberg who showed that the 
four parameters a, b,d,t are sufficient to /;define the axes of 
revolute     and    prismatic    joints [3]. Mention    of    the    Denavit- 
Hartenberg  notation-is »found  frequently  in   the literature  on robot 
kinematics  [12,  2,  8,  10]. 
4.4 T Matrices 
The matrix T„  describes the frame of link„ with  respect  to the n n 
frame of  the robot  base. 
Tn =  A1A2* "An 
4.5 Determining the Values of the Link Parameters 
Link parameter values can be calculated from the link 
coordinate frames. Link coordinate frames are determined by the 
joint axes and by the normals between the axes. The placement of 
the origin is sometimes arbitary as is demonstrated in the following 
example. 
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Values for the link parameters for the PUMA robot are given 
in [11] and in [8]. Except for a negligible difference in the value 
of ao,   the differences are in some of the values for the d^ 
The origin of link i is at the intersection of z^ and the 
common normal between z^_4 and z^. In the case of link 2 of the 
PUMA, z« and z2 are parallel. There are, therefore, an infinite 
number of normals between z^ and z2. The origin of frame 2 could, be 
placed anywhere along Zp. Paul places the origin so that d2 has a 
value of 0. Lee and Ziegler place the origin so that d2 has a value 
of 149.5 mm. 
When defining frames and link parameters for robots used in the 
simulator, choices concerning placement of the origin were often 
based on convenience. If possible, it is convenient to have the 
origin centered in the link. In the model of the PUMA used by 
LUSIM, d2 was assigned a value of 203.2 mm. This placed the origin 
at a position along the joint 3 axis (z2) that according to 
measurements taken from the PUMA in the Robotics Lab, is midway 
between the front and back faces of link 2. Figure ?-7 shows a face 
of link 2. The definitions of the robots used as examples in LUSIM, 
are discussed in Chapter 7. 
The data Used to define robots for the simulator were entered 
manually.      It   is,   however,   possible   to  automate   the   process.      The 
20 
a 
algorithm for assignment of coordinate .frames and calculation of 
link parameters presented in [8, p. 16—4] oould be implemented on a 
computer. The algorithm calculates the link frames and parameters 
given the base frame and the locations of the joint axes. A 
computer implementation could prompt the user for the necessary 
information. 
An    example    of    a    commercial    product    which    uses    a    similar 
approach  to   define   the   kinematics  of  a mechanism is IMP (Integrated 
„ a     • 
Mechanisms Program) [14]. IMP, a product of SDRC, is a CAD program 
for design and analysis of mechanisms. In this system, the user 
supplies (by using IMP language commands) two coordinate frame's for 
each link or joint [20]. The IMP system uses these frames to 
determine the kinematic parameters for the links. An extension of 
the Denavit-Hartenberg notation is used by .IMP [13]. This extension 
uses six parameters rather than four. 
One approach to automating robot definition would be to use a 
GAD system such as IMP to model a robot and then to convert that 
model to fit the model used by  the simulator. 
The possibility of automation of the definition of the robot 
kinematics is further enhanced by the fact that industrial robots 
fall into categories and that the joint axe3 are always parallel or 
perpendicular.       Milenkovic [10]   and   Colson   and   Perreira  [2]   have 
21 
shown that only a subset of all possible robot combinations^ are or 
are likely to be manufactured. This would be helpful in the 
creation of a robot data base or if the methods of artificial 
intelligence were to be used in the design and simulation of robots. 
The user could choose from a data base of available robot types. 
The system would prompt the user for any additional information 
needed. 
A robot is classified by the sequence of revolute or prismatic 
joints and the relationships - parallel or perpendicular- of joint 
axes. 
22 
5. the Simulation Program 
Before the structure and implementation of LUSIM are discussed, 
the program will be presented from the user's point of view. 
5.1  User-Friendly Features 
LUSIM was designed to be user-friendly. 
The screen layout is consistent throughout the" program so that 
the user knows where to look for information. The simulator divides 
the screen into four areas (See Figure 7>1). The menu is displayed 
in the upper right portion. The robot joint coordinate values and. 
gripper opening and the position of the reference point are 
displayed below the menu. Par'ts 6f lines 24 and 25 are used for 
prompting the user. Line 25 is also used for error messages. The 
remainder of the screen is devoted to the display of the workcell. 
The robot is. drawn in one color, the gripper in another, and the 
objects and reference point in a third color. The use of different 
colors helps the user to distinguish among the different elements of 
the workcell. Two degrees of resolution, high and low, are provided 
by the BASIC used. A finer resolution had to be sacrificed in order 
to use color since color is available ojily in medium resolution. It 
might be beneficial for future versions of LUSIM to offer the user 
the option of viewing the workcell in high resolution without color 
as well as in medium resolution with color. 
23 
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A menu is provided for the user at each stage of the simulator. 
The user depresses function keys (F1-F10) ta indicate the desired 
operation. An attempt was made to choose keys that would be 
meaningful to the user. For instance, to move a joint of the robot, 
the user depresses the function key with the number corresponding to 
the joint number. When possible, function keys have the same 
meaning on different screens. For example, the F10 key is always 
used to return to the previous menu of  the  program. 
Whenever information is required from the user, a prompt is 
provided. The user supplies angles and distances in degrees and 
inches    respectively . On    the    screen,     all    angular    values    are 
displayed in.degrees and all distances are displayed in inches. 
5.2 Capabilities 
The program displays a workcell specified by the user. The 
definition of the workcell must be on disk (Chapter 7 discusses the 
definition of workcells). The teach-box simulator allows the user 
to move the robot in joint or world mode. Robot positions can be 
recorded on disk. The "playback" feature of the simulator displays 
the robot positions in the order in which they were recorded on 
disk. 
-f 
^Angle values are stored in memory  and on disk in radians. 
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5.3 Teach Box Simulator ?K 
Individual joints are moved in joint mode of the teach box 
simulator. To move a joint, the user depresses the function key 
corresponding to  the joint  (F1   for joint  1   etc.).     The function key 
together with  the  ALT key is used to move  the joint in the opposite 
i . 
direction. In world mode, the reference point of the robot is moved 
in the x,y or z direction (with respect to the world frame which is 
fixed). The x,y and z keys are used to move the robot reference 
point in the x,y and z directions (with respect to the world frame) 
respectively. To move the robot in the opposite direction, ALT x, 
ALT y and ALT z  are used. 
Function keys are provided for opening and closing the gripper 
and for recording robot positions. • Keys are also provided for 
displaying the initial robot position and the last recorded robot 
position. The sizes of increments (the change in joint angles, the 
translation of prismatic joints, the translation of the reference 
point in x,y, or z, and the change in the gripper opening) are 
assigned default values by the simulator, but can be changed by the 
user. 
Error   messages   are   displayed   if   the   user   attempts   to  move   a 
joint   or   the  gripper  past its  limit   (the joint and  gripper minimum 
■and maximum values are stored in the workcell file). 
25 
5.4 Reference Point 
The reference point is a point with a fixed relationship to the 
end of the robot. It is initially the origin of the first gripper 
piece, but it's definition can be changed by the user. The 
"reference point" is designed to be a visual aid to the user and to 
help , in the solution of the inverse kinematic equation. The 
inspiration for the reference 'point came from the "working point" 
found in McAuto's PLACE system [6]. In the PLACE system, the user 
uses the working point together with the "goto point" to move the 
robot. The robot moves so that the working point moves to the"goto 
point. LUSIM displays the reference point as a dot on the screen. 
It is displayed in a color different from the robot color so that it 
will stand out. The x,y,z coordinates with respect to the world 
frame are displayed on the right of the screen below the joint and 
gripper values. 
In world mode, the user" can indicate that the reference point 
be moved in the x,y and z directions (with respect to the world 
frame). The new position of the reference point is displayed on the 
screen before the new joint coordinates are determined and the new 
robot position displayed. This gives the user feedback while he is 
waiting for the new display. 
In world mode,   the following equation must  be solved: 
T6  = B~1NE-1 
\ 
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where Tg is the frame of link 6 with respect to the robot base, B is 
the base frame with respect to the world frame and N is the desired 
location of the robot (the position and orientation of the end 
ef f e ct or). 
The matrix E is a coordinate frame defined with respect to the 
frame of the last link of £he robot. The simulator initially 
assigns to the elements of E the values of the elements of the frame 
of the first piece of the gripper. The origin of E is the reference 
point. 
Fran the above equation, it can be seen that a change in the 
origin (column 4) of E will effect a change in the values of the 
robot joints. 
5.5 Data Structures 
Before describing the major algorithms of the program, some of 
the data structures will be discussed. 
5.6 Arrays 
Most of the data in the LUSIM program are stored in memory in 
arrays. Arrays     are     used     because     they     allow    for     efficient 
programming of repeated actions. • In a "robot simulator,' there are 
many instances where the same actions are performed on each link of 
the robot  or  on'each  object  in the cell.     The use   of  arrays  permits 
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the following type of code: 
FOR I = first.TO'last link 
FOR J =  1   TO 3 
FOR K =  1   TO 4 
T.MAT!(I,J,K)   =  ? 
This is  similar .to  the  code   that was  used to  calculate   the  T^ 
matrices. * 
5.7 Workcell File 
The definition of  the workcell file is given in Appendix I.   The 
workcell  file   contains  the   geometric  definitions of  the robot   parts 
and  the  objects in the cell.     It also contains the information that 
is  used  to  describe   the  geometric  objects in  the world frame.      The 
fact   that  much   of   the   data would   be  read   into  arrays  was  kept   in 
mind when defining  the structure of the workcell file.     The file was 
organized so that the following type of code could be written: 
FOR I =  1   TO number of  joints 
read TYPE$(I) 
read INITVALl(I)... 
■ 
The   file   also    contains   the   minimum    and   maximum   permissible 
joint values and  the joint values to be used for  the initial  display 
of  the robot.     Some  of  the fields  such  as  the robot  name and object 
names   are   not   currently   used.      It  was  intended   that   they would  be ' 
used in the future by a workcell design system. 
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5.8 Geometry 
"X The   geometric   representations   of   the   physical   objects   in   the 
workcell (the robot parts and other objects) must be explained 
before the algorithm for creating a display can be understood.' 
Extruded polyhedrons were used to represent the geometry of each 
object and each part of the robot. Extruded polyhedrons were used 
by Clifton in his VAL simulator which was developed at Lehigh 
University [1]. They were used in LUSIM because of their simplicity 
and because they allow for backface elimination and collision 
detection. Although backface elimination and collision detection 
are not currently included in LUSIM, it is hoped that they will be 
added by others in future work. The simplicity of extruded 
polyhedrons is important because of the need to minimize the number 
of calculations (due to the use of a personal computer). Only a few 
points are required to define the major surface areas of the robot 
and the objects in its environment. 
An extruded polyhedron is defined by n points where n is an 
even number. The first n/2 points define one face. The second n/2 
points define a second face. The first face is formed by connecting 
successive points starting with point 1 and ending when a line is 
drawn between point n/2 and point 1. The second face is formed 
similarly using points n/2 + 1 through n. Corresponding points of 
the two faces are connected (1 and (n/2 + 1),2 and (n/2 + 2),...,n/2 
and n)   (See Figure 7-6). 
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5.9 Program Struoture 
The program can be divided into two sections, according to 
function. The function of the first section is to display the 
workcell given the model of the cell. This is the robot-independent 
part of the program. The function of the second section is to 
change the state of the model (e.g. by changing the values of the 
joint variables) resulting in a new picture on the screen. 
Currently, this section consists of the' teach-box simulator . This 
was implemented to show that the model and algorithm for display of 
the model  could be  the foundation of a robot simulator. 
5.10 Display of the Workcell 
The display routine is central to the simulator. Given the 
joint coordinates (t for revolute joints and d for prismatic 
joints), it calculates the position of the robot and displays the 
workcell. Other    routines    in    the    program    calculate    the    joint 
coordinates" and then call  the display routine. 
The display routine checks flags to determine what polyhedrons 
need to be converted to display coordinates. All polyhedrons in the 
workcell must be converted to display coordinates for the initial 
display of the workcell'. After that, it is necessary only to 
calculate and . convert the points describing entities that have 
changed location in the cell. Currently, only the robot links and 
gripper locations change. 
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When a new robot position is to be displayed, the new positions 
of the robot links and gripper are calculated, the old position of 
the robot is erased,and the objects,   base    and robot are drawn. 
Instead of erasing the robot, the screen could have been 
cleared and the entire display redrawn. This, however, would have 
required writing the menu in addition to drawing the figures. It 
was decided that it was more efficient to simply erase and redraw 
the parts of the robot that moved.. 
Another possible way to change the display would be to use 
"double buffering". The next screen would be prepared in the buffer 
not currently visible. When this buffer is ready, it would replace 
the current screen. Double buffering was not used in LUSIM because 
although the BASIC used provides multiple pages for the screen 
buffer '", only one page is available in graphics mode. Double 
buffering would provide for smoother animation. It also would 
improve the response time for producing a display since the erasing 
of the robot or clearing and drawing of the static parts of the 
screen could be done in advance. As soon as a screen would be 
displayed,    the   second   buffer  would   be   prepared.      This  would  most 
The objects and the robot base are not erased, but they are re- 
drawn because parts of these figures might have been erased when the 
robot was erased. 
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likely be during "idle time" while the user would be contemplating 
the most recent screen and deciding what to do next. Currently, 
LUSIM uses the time immediately after display of a screen to make a 
copy of the display coordinates of the robot to be used the next 
time that the robot is erased. The robot is "not erased until the 
new display coordinates •» are available. This helps to reduce the 
amount of time between the erasing of the old robot position and the 
drawing of  the next robot position. 
The geometric definition of the workcell consists of a set of 
points. There are three arrays in the program which contain the 
points defining objects and robot parts in the workcell. The 
definition of the points with respect to the frame of the entity 
being defined is found in PTS.DEF. PTS.WORLD contains the same 
points defined with respect to the world frame. The three- 
dimensional world coordinates are converted to two-dimensional 
display coordinates and stored in PTS.DIS. The program keeps track 
of the starting position of each distinct polyhedron within the 
arrays. For example, the array LDJK$(6,2) contains the number of 
points and the starting position in the above arrays of the 
polyhedron defining each link of the robot. Suppose LINKi((2l1) has 
a value of 8 and LBJKS6(2,2) has a value of 20. This indicates that 
the points defining the geometry of link 2 start at position 20 and 
end at position 27  in PTS.DEF,PTS.WORLD,   and  PTS.DIS. 
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The above method, of storing the points was chosen for two 
reasons. The number of points defining any given element in the 
cell is variable. BASIC does not provide dynamic variable creation 
(as in PASCAL). A second reason was the fact that BASIC does not 
provide for parameter passing. It was desirable to have one routine 
which would convert the world coordinates of a polyhedron to display 
coordinates and' draw the resulting figure. The writing of such a 
routine required the use of global variables for storing points. 
The following four sections describe the algorithms for 
converting the points from their original definition to world 
coordinates. . „ . 
5.11 Objects 
The following calculation is performed for each point 
describing the polyhedron representing an object: 
P' =v 
p is the point defined with respect to the frame of the object. 0^ 
is the transformation describing the frame of object i with respect 
to the world frame, p', is the point defined with respect to the 
world frame. 
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5.12 Robot Base 
The equation 
p«   =  Bp 
.  describes  the   conversion  of  the robot  base to world  coordinates.     p 
is  the definition of  a point with respect  to the frame of  the robot 
base.      B  is   the  frame   of   the robot  base with respect  to  the world 
frame,     p'   is the point in world coordinates. 
5.13 Robot Links 
To convert the points defining robot links, the elements of the 
Ai matrices which depend on the joint variables must first be 
calculated. Then the T matrices can be calculated. T., is by 
definition the description of the frame of link i with respect to 
the frame of the robot base. Recall That T.^ = A-Ap...Ai. To save 
time, the simulator calculates the T^ matrices with respect to the 
world frame. 
T1  » BA1 
where B  is  the transformation describing the  base of  the robot with 
respect    to    the   world   frame.        To    through    Tg   are    calculated   as 
follows: 
Ti =  Ti-1Ai 
Once   the' T^   have   been   calculated,    the   points   describing   the 
robot links  can be  converted to world  coordinates as follows: 
P'   = T±p 
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where p describes •'it point with respect to the frame of link i, T^ 
describes the frame of link i with respect to the world frame and p' 
describes the point in world coordinates. 
5.14 Gripper 
The   simulator   currently   supports   only   one   type   pf  gripper,   a 
parallel   gripper.      See   Section  7.2  for a   discussion  of   simulating 
other types of grippers which open and close. 
• ' i   t, 
The parallel gripper is composed of three pieces. The first 
piece is attached to the end of the robot. The other two pieces are 
attached to the first piece and are parallel to each other. For the 
parallel gripper, it is assumed that the gripper opens and closes 
along the y axis of the first piece (See Figure 7-8). . This is a 
translation of the frames of pieces two and three along the y axis 
of piece. one. The gripper variable is a measure of the distance 
^'between the origins of the frames of pieces two and three along the 
y axis of piece one. Let the gripper variable be v. The y 
coordinate of the position vector' of piece two is -v/2. The value 
for piece  three is v/2. 
To   calculate   the  world  coordinates  of   the gripper  pieces,   the 
frames must first  be  described with respect to the world frame.     For 
'the row 2,  column H  element of the frame 
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piece one, 
V  =  T6G1 
G. describes the frame of the first piece of the gripper with 
respect to link 6 of the robot. Tg describes link 6 with respect to 
the world frame. G1' then describes piece one of the gripper with 
respect to the world frame. For pieces two and three, the 
calculation ,        , 
Gi=Gl'Gi 
is  performed.      G.^  describes  piece   i  (two  or  three)   with   respect   to 
piece one.     G..'   describes piece one with respect to the world frame. 
GJ',  therefore,   describes piece i with respect to the world frame. 
The   points   defining  the  gripper  pieces  are  converted  to world 
coordinates using the following equation: 
P'  =  Gi'P 
where p   describes a  point with respect  to   the  frame  of   the  gripper 
piece,   G^'   describes  the frame of  the piece with repeat  to the world 
frame and p'  describes the point with respect to the world frame. 
5.15 Display Coordinates 
Once the world coordinates defining the polyhedrons which 
describe the objects and robot parts have been calculated, they can 
be converted to two-dimensional display coordinates. 
The   conversion   to   display   coordinates  is   a   two   step   process. 
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First, the three-dimensional world coordinates are converted to two 
dimensions. Then,     the     two-dimensional    world . coordinates     are 
converted    to    two-dimensional    display     coordinates. A    parallel 
orthographic [4, pp. 258-277] projection is used to convert from 
three to two dimensions. This projection was chosen because of its 
simplicity and because it does not produce distorted images (angles 
and distances are preserved). Currently, the user can view the 
workcell- from only one direction. Other Views could be provided T>y 
using different projection planes. \ 
o 
The  projection plane  used was the x =  0 plane0.     The conversion 
process is then simply setting the x coordinate  to 0.     This step is 
not actually  performed in  the simulator.     The  simulator just ignores 
the   x   coordinate   and   converts   the  y   and   z   coordinates   to   display 
coordinates.     The following equations from [4,   p.  154]  are used': 
yv = yv.min + ^yv.max~ yv.min 
^w.max" yw.min^  X ^yw~ yw.min^ 
zv =  zv.min + ^zv.max~ zv.min 
/(zw.max~ "Si-.mlr?  X (zw" ^.min^ 
The  subscript  w   stands  for   the  window  (delimiting  the  portion 
o 
In the simulator,   the positive x axis comes out of the screen 
In [4],  x and y  appear in the equations instead of y and z. 
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of   the   "world"   that   is   viewed).      The   subscript   v   stands   for   the 
viewport    (    the    physical    area    of    the    screen    that   is    used   for 
display) .       The   workcell    file   contains   the   x,    y   and   z   workcell 
dimensions.      Currently,   the   simulator assigns to yw m^ a value  of 
one-half  of   the y  cell  dimension and  to y    ^    a value  of  negative 
one-half   the   y   cell   dimension.       A   value   of   zero   is   assigned   to 
z    JJ^JJ and  the value  of  the y cell dimension is assigned to z . 
This  places   the world  cprdinate  frame  at  the  bottom  of   the viewing 
area.       In   graphics   mode,   medium   resolution,   Microsoft   BASIC [19] 
provides   a   resolution   of   320   X   200   points   for   display    .       The 
simulator   uses  only  a  portion of   the  available  screen area for   the 
viewport.     The viewport is defined as follows: 
vv.min =  1»  vv.max.=  205 
2v.min =  180'   zv.max =  10 ' 
Once the two-dimensional display coordinates have been 
calculated , the polyhedron can be drawn. The LINE [19] command is 
used to draw lines between the points of the polyhedron. The points 
are connected as described in the  section on extruded polyhedrons. 
The routine which performs the above calculations works with 
one   polyhedron  at  a   time.      Two variables B  and  C  are  used   by   this 
1 o 
The   vertical   and   horizontal   coordinates   are   0,0   at   the   upper 
left corner of the screen. 
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routine.     The  start  of   the  points of   the  polyhedron is  stored in B 
and the number of points is stored in C. 
5.16 Implementation of the Teach Box 
In joint mode, the indicated joint variable is changed by the 
specified amount. The flags used by the display routine are set or 
reset and the display routine is called. In this case only the"- 
gripper and those links starting with the changed link need to be 
recalculated and converted. If the gripper is opened or closed, 
only  the points defining the gripper are recalculated. 
In world mode, depression of the x,y or z (and ALT x, ALT y or 
ALT z) keys indicates a desire to change the position of the robot. 
Let C be the matrix describing the current location of the robot 
(the   reference    point    is   the   origin   of   C).       Let   N   be   the   next 
location desired. 
N(i,4)  = C(i,i»)  + change 
where i is 1,2,3 for x,y,z respectively. 
The  simulator  then calculates E      and solves the equation 
Tg = B~1NE"1 
for    the    joint    coordinates    . This    involves    the    solution    of 
^B"1   is  calculated  during  the  initial   display  routine  after  the 
workcell file has been read. 
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simultaneous equations. . Robot specific information is used to 
derive the solution for a given robot.     To quote Paul [12,   p.  83] 
"There     is    no     algorithm     by     which    we     can     obtain 
solutions...  Geometric intuition is required..." 
The actual solutions for the unknowns (the joint coordinates) 
must be provided for each robot. The simulator checks a code in the 
workcell file to see if the solution for the robot in that cell is 
included in the simulator. 
A   routine   for   calculating   the   ATAN2   is   provided   since   this 
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function is used when solving for angles [11', p. 4 53]. Since there 
is no parameter passing in BASIC, three variables are reserved for 
the ATAN2 routine. The routine expects the numerator to be in Y, 
and the denominator to be in X.   The result is placed in ATAN2. 
When the new joint values have been determined, the display 
routine is called. In world mode, the flags are set so that all the 
robot links are recalculated. 
5.17 Playback 
To use the PLAYBACK feature, there must be a file of robot 
positions on disk. The user is prompted for the name of this file. 
The robot . positions are displayed in succession. The playback 
feature  provides faster animation than the teach box simulator since 
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no     calculations     are     performed. The     two-dimensional     display 
coordinates are  saved on disk when the user depresses the RECORD key 
a 
in  the   teach  box  simulator.     The  PLAYBACK routine  reads  the points 
for    one   position   into   the   appropriate    positions   in   PTS.DIS   and 
displays  that  position.     The points for a  position are read and the 
position   displayed   until   the   end   of   the   file   is   reached.       The 
workcell   used  at   the   time   the  positions  were  recorded  must   be   the 
workcell   in memory  at   the   time  of   playback.     The   PLAYBACK routine 
needs   the   information   concerning   the   locations   within   PTS.DIS   of 
each   polyhedron   in   the   workcell   in   order   to   properly   place   the 
points read from the file on disk. 
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6.  Use of BASIC and a Personal Computer 
BASIC was chosen because it was the fastest of the languages 
supporting graphics that was available to us at the time the 
programming    was    started. A     benchmark    of    the    algorithm    for 
calculating   the   T^   matrices   was  run  using  compiled  BASIC  and  UCSD 
PASCAL [21].    BASIC was the faster of the two. 
The    advantages     of     using    BASIC    are     its     availabilty and 
portability. In    addition,     the    interpreter    can    be    used for 
development   and   testing   and   the   compiler   used   for   producing the 
final version. 
The disadvantages of using BASIC are-the slow execution speed, 
the precision of numbers, and the lack of some desirable programming 
features. 
6.1  Execution Speed 
The times presented in this section were derived by using the 
TIME$ [19] function. The TIME$ function reports the hour,minute and 
second. A start time was displayed on the screen at the beginning 
of the routine which calculates the three-dimensional world 
coordinates , converts them to display coordinates and draws the 
polyhedrons. The end time was displayed after the last polyhedron 
in the workcell was displayed. 
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second.     A  start  time was  displayed  on  the  screen at  the  beginning 
i 
of     the     routine    which     calculates     the     three-dimensional    world 
coordinates   ,    converts   them   to   display   coordinates   and   draws   the 
polyhedrons.      The  end   time was  displayed  after  the  last  polyhedron 
in the workcell was displayed. 
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A^ considerable decrease in the amount of time required to 
display a workcell is achieved by compiling the code. A workcell, 
CELL2, consisting of a PUMA robot and two objects, was displayed by 
the interpreted version of the simulator in thirty seconds. The 
same cell was displayed in two seconds by the compiled version of 
the program. 
The time required for calculation,conversion and display of a 
cell is proportional to the number of points used to. define the 
polyhedrons in the cell. CELL2 contained a. total of one-hundred 
points. Another cell, CELL1 contained sixty-four points. It was 
displayed by the interpreted version in twenty-one. seconds and by 
the compiled version in one to two seconds. CELL1 contains a 
Stanford manipulator. , ( 
To further reduce the display time, the simulator calculates 
the locations only for those parts of the cell that have moved. 
Currently, only the robot can move. .In addition, if link i moves, 
only those parts of the robot following link i (links i+1 to the 
last link and the end effector) are affected. In teach box joint 
mode, joint two of the PUMA robot in CELL2 was moved. The simulator 
calculated the new world coordinates for links two through six and 
for the gripper, performed the world to display conversion and drew 
all of the polyhedrons in the cell in twenty-eight seconds in the 
interpreted   version.      The   compiled  version   performed   the  above  in 
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two seconds. 
The PLAYBACK feature of the simulator uses two-dimensional 
display coordinates recorded in a file on disk to create displays of 
successive robot positions. No calculations are performed. Every 
polyhedron in the cell is drawn. 
In the PLAYBACK routine, the start, time was displayed at the 
beginning of the routine when the points for the first screen are 
read from disk. The end time was displayed after the last screen 
was drawn. Using PLAYBACK, five screens of CELL1 were displayed by 
the interpreted version in fifty-one seconds (approximately ten 
seconds per screen) and by the compiled version in six seconds 
(approximately one second per screen). Five screens of CELL2 were 
displayed by the interpreted version in seventy-one seconds 
(approximately fourteen seconds per screen) and by the compiled 
version in eight seconds (less than two seconds per "screen). The 
times in the PLAYBACK routine include the time required to read the 
data from disk as well as the time required to draw the polyhedrons. 
The actual display  time is therefore less than reported. 
The above figures indicate that a considerable amount of time 
is used in performing calculations. These calculations involve the 
sine and cosine functions as well as arithmetic operations. It 
should     be     mentioned     that     special     mathematics     processors     are 
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available for the IBM personal computer but these cannot be used 
with BASIC. The execution speed of robot simulators on personal 
computers will be reduced as the technology of processing 
mathematics in BASIC advances. 
6.2 Precision of Numbers 
The     LINE [19]     command    requires    integer    parameters. The 
accuracy   of   the   display   coordinates   is   sometimes   degraded   in   the 
process of  converting to integer precision.     An example of this  can 
be    seen   in   Figure   7.2. .     The   fingers   of    the   PUMA   appear   to   be 
different   sizes   on  the   screen.     The   coordinates  of  the  polyhedrons 
defining   the fingers were   compared  at each   stage   of  the   conversion 
process.   It was  determined  that  the  change   in size  occurred at  the 
point   where   the   coordinates   were   converted   from   world   to   display 
coordinates. 
• \ 
6.3 Programming Constructs 
BASIC does not allow parameter passing or the use of mnemonics 
to label subroutines . It is thus difficult to write structured, 
readable code. 
V
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7. Workoells 
7.1 Exaaples 
Four workcells were created for use with the simulator. CELL1 
contains a STANFORD manipulator, CELL2 contains a PUMA and two 
objects. CELL3 contains a cylindrical robot and €ELL4 contains an 
RS1 robot. Tables 7.1 - 7.4 give the kinematic data for the robots. 
The displays are given in Figures 7.1 - 7«5. The values for b and t 
are given in degrees. The values for a and d are given in 
millimeters. "R" represents a revolute joint and nPn represents a 
prismatic joint. 
The data for the Stanford manipulator were obtained from [12,p. 
57]. The value for d2 (not specified in [12]) and the dimensions of 
the base and links were estimated using the picture in [12,   p.   56]. 
The kinematic data for the PUMA is found in [11, p. 452]. The 
values for d2 and d^ differ from those in [11]. These values were 
chosen so that the coordinate systems would be conveniently located 
(See Section 4.5). Lehigh University's Robotics Lab has a PUMA 
robot. The dimensions of the links were obtained by measuring the 
links of the robot'in the lab. 
The position of a point between the gripper fingers of the 
simulated  PUMA robot was  compared with the same position between the 
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gripper fingers of the actual PUMA. The joint angles and the 
position of a point between the gripper fingers are displayed on the 
PUMA console by using the "WHERE command of VAL [22]. The x, y z 
position of the point is reported with respect to the frame of the 
robot base. The simulator displays the position of the reference 
point (in inches) with respect to the world frame. In CELL2, the 
orientation of the base frame is the same as that of the world 
frame, but the origin of the base frame is translated by [0,-254 mm, 
736.6 mm,] with respect to the world frame. To obtain the data for 
comparison  with   the   actual   PUMA,   the  reference   point  was moved  so 
that   it   would   be   between   the   gripper   fingers.    The   position   with 
1 ? 
respect  to the world frame was converted to millimeters       .   Finally, 
254   mm  was   added   to   the  y   coordinate   and  736.6   mm was   subtracted 
from the z coordinate. 
In the first position, the joint angles (in degrees) were 
[0,-90,90,0,0,0]. The position of the reference point of the 
simulated robot (in millimeters) was [19.05,107.95,1009.65]. The 
position reported by the actual PUMA was (in millimeters) 
[-20.06,149.09,921.13]. In the second position, the joint angles 
were [30,-70,137,8,4,5] The simulation reported a position of 
[543.44,440.04,604.59] compared with a position of 
121  mm =   .03937 in \ 
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[437.38,424.63,612.69] reported by the actual PUMA. The actual 
robot position and the simulated robot positions differ by a few 
inches (from less than one inch to over four vinches). This 
difference can be attributed to error in measurement of the robot 
links. 
The    RS1     link    dimensions    were    estimated. The    axes    and 
directions of motion were obtained from [18,   p.  6-2]. 
7.2 Defining Horkcells 
The workcell file i definition is presented in Appendix 
I. Currently, to create a workcell, the designer must write the data 
into a file on disk. Some of the fields in the file are unused 
(status, robot name, object name), but all fields must be present. 
The y cell dimension is used by the simulator to determine the 
window size. The x and z cell dimensions are currently unused. It 
was intended that they be used by a workcell layout  system. 
To design a cell, the designer should decide where in the 
workcell the world coordinate system is positioned (e. g. in the 
center of the cell on the floor). The orientation of the world 
coordinate system is as shown in Figure 3.1. All objects and the 
robot base will be placed in the cell by specifying a location with 
respect to the world frame. 
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joint type b a d t 
1 R -90 0 0 0 
2 R 90 0 381 0 
3 P 0 0 0 0 
4 R -90 0 0 0 
5 R 90 0 0 0 
6 R 0 0 0 0 
Table 7-1:      Kinematic Data for Stanford Manipulator 
joint type b a d t 
1 R -90 0. 0 0 
2 R 0 431.8 203.2 0 
3 R 90 19.05 -95.25 . 0 
4 R -90 0 431.8 0 
5 R 90 0 0 0 
6 R 0 0 0 0 
Table 7-2:      Kinematic Data for PUMA robot 
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,<tt 
joint type b a d t 
1 R 0 0 0 0. 
2 P -90 254 0 0 
3 P 6 0 0 -90 
4   • R -90 0 762 0 
5 R 90 0 0 0 
6 R 0 0 0 0 
Table 7-3:      Kinematic Data for a Cylindrical Robot 
joint type b .'  a 
i 
d t 
1     • P 90 0 0 90 
2 P 90 0 0 -90 
3 P -180 0 0 0 
4 R 90- 0 254 0 
5 R -180 0 0 0 
6 R 0 0 0 . 0 
Table 7-4: Kinematic ! Data for  th< 
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To design an object, the designer specifies n points defining 
the front face of'a polyhedron and n points defining the back face . 
The points must be specified in order (See Figure 7.6). The points 
are defined with respect to the frame of the object. The location 
of  the object in  the cell is specified by a 4X4 homogeneous matrix" 
Suppose that the box in Figure 7.6 is to be positioned at 
(0,10,10) with respect to the world frame and that the box is 
rotated 90 degrees around its own z axis. The following matrix 
would define the location of the box in the  cell: 
0, -1,  0,  0 
1, 0,0,   10 
0,  0,  1,   10 
0,   0,  0,   1 
This is the  product TR where T is the translation matrix: 
1,0,0,0 
0,   1,  0,   10 
0,  0,   1,   10 
0,  0,  0,   1 
and   R   is   the  matrix  representing   a   rotation  about   z   by   90 
degrees: 
0,-1,0,0 
"since   the   last   row   of   a  4X4   homogeneous  matrix  is   [0,0,0,1], 
this row is not stored in the file. 
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1,0, 0, 0 
0,0,1,0 
0,   0,   0,1 
The location of the robot base is similarly specified. The 
robot is defined by specifying the link parameters . The designer 
must determine the locations of the joint axes. The link parameters 
must be such that the transformations described in Section 4.2 
result in the proper location of the frames. The z^ axis must be 
aligned with the joint i+1  axis. 
f 
Once   the   link   frames,  haye   been   established;    the   polyhedrons 
representing  the  links   are  defined with  respect   to  the  link frame. 
Each link is represented  by one  polyhedron  (The  polyhedron may have 
zero   points).      Figure   7.7   shows  the   definition  of   the  polyhedron 
repesenting link  2  of   the  PUMA.     The  front fac^e was  defined in the 
plane z=50-8.   The back face was defined in the plane z=-50.8.    These 
dimensions    are    in    millimeters.        The    dimensions    stored    in    the 
workcell  file were  in inches.     The example workcells  conform to the 
convention [12]   that  the  origins of  the  base and link 1  are the same 
and that the origins of links  5 and 6 are the same. 
A gripper must be defined. In the present simulator, the 
gripper must be a parallel gripper consisting of three pieces. The 
frame  of  the first  piece is defined with respect to the last link of 
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the   robot.      The   frames   of   the  other   two   pieces   (the  fingers) are 
defined  with  respect   to   the  first   piece.      The  frame   of   piece one 
must   be   such   that   the  fingers   slide   along   the y  axis of   piece one 
(See Figure 7.8). 
Other types of grippers which open and close could be 
simulated. For display purposes, it would be necessary to have a 
definition of each piece of the gripper and to have a transformation 
which would provide the information necessary to describe each 
gripper piece in terms of the world frame. The simulator expects 
that the workcell file will provide a. description of the frame of 
the first piece with respect to the last link of the robot and a 
descripton of the other pieces with respect to the first piece. To 
simulate gripper motion (e. g. in the teach box), the simulator must 
know what elements of the matrices representing the frames of the 
pieces are variable. Routines for simulating different types of 
gripper motion can be added to the simulator. A variable, GRTYPE$, 
identifies the routine to be used with a given gripper. 
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Figure 7-6:  Object defined in its Own Frame 
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Figure 7-7:       Polyhedron Representing Link  2 of PUMA 
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8. Conclusions and Enhancements 
8.1 Robot Independence 
The routine for displaying the workcell is the foundation of 
the simulation program. Any interface to this routine must supply 
the values of the joint variables. This joint variable interface 
also seems to be the line separating robot independence and robot 
dependence. The display routine itself is independent of any 
particular robot. The process of calculating the joint coordinates 
may,     however,     be  . robot    dependent. For.   example,     the    inverse 
kinematic solution, which must be used in world mode of the teach 
box, is robot dependent. Although the joint mode of the teach box 
in LUSIM simply changes the joint variables by some predefined 
amount,a more sophisticated simulator might attempt to determine the 
amount by which a joint variable would change in a given time period 
by modelling the robot controller or the motors used in the robot. 
As "a simulator becomes more accurate in simulating a robot, it is 
also likely that it will become more dependent on the properties of 
the robot simulated. This does not, however, undermine the value of 
the robot independent part of LUSIM since producing the graphic 
display is an integral part of a graphic simulation of a robot. 
LUSIM could be used s^s follows: Programs written in various robot 
programming languages would be run through an interpreter or 
compiler which could produce the values of the joint variables at 
given  intervals.      These  joint   coordinates would   be   passed  to LUSIM 
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which would display the successive states of the workcell . If 
collision detection were added to LUSIM, it could' be used to 
determine whether moving the robot through the .various positions 
would involve any collisions. 
8.2 Use of a Personal Computer 
The greatest problem encountered in using a personal computer 
for the simulation was slow execution speed. Using compiled code, 
approximately two seconds are required to produce a display of the 
workcell. Enhancements such as grasping objects and collision 
detection    will     further    increase     the    display     time. Advanced 
mathematics processors are needed. 
8.3 Enhancements 
In its present state, the simulator displays any industrial 
robot which can be described by the model found in [12]. The robot 
links can be moved by a teach box simulator. Several enhancements 
are necessary to make the simulator a practical tool with industrial 
applications. Grasping of objects, collision detection, language 
interfaces, and viewing options (e. g. zooming, different views) 
should be added.      .J       *" . 
The viewing options will be the most straightforward 
enhancement. Top or side views can be obtained by setting z=0 or by 
setting y=0   respectively.      Zooming   can   be   implemented  by   changing 
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the  window   dimensions.       This,    however,    introduces   the   problem   of 
determining what lines are within the window Ci.e  "clipping"). 
To display an object in the grasp of the robot requires the 
definition of a transformation relating the frame of the object to 
the gripper. When the gripper position changes, the simulator will 
use the fixed relationship between the object and the gripper to 
determine the world coordinates of the polyhedron describing the 
object. A more difficult problem will be determining that an object 
is in the grasp of the robot. 
As mentioned earlier, one of the reasons for using extruded 
polyhedrons was tha*t they allowed for collision detection. The 
reader is referred to the work done by Clifton [1] for details. 
Collision detection will increase the amount of time required to 
display a given state of the workcell. It should be implemented as 
an option. 
The joint coordinates provide an interface between a robot 
programming language and LUSIM. The interpreter or compiler of the 
language must produce the joint coordinates. If the interpreter and 
simulator are included in one program, then the appropriate routines 
can be called for display of the workcell when the joint coordinates 
are available. If the interpreter and simulator are separate 
programs,   the   interpreter   can  write   the   joint   coordinates  on  disk 
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\ ) 
for the interpreter to read. 
In addition to the above enhancements, a workcell design system 
Is needed. Such a system would allow the designer to define objects 
and robots and save these definitions on disk. A workcell would be 
designed by choosing the robot and objects and placing them in the 
cell. Currently, the designer must write the data directly into a 
file. He is required to -know the format of the file and to 
calculate the; frames of objects and the robot  base. 
The simulator that has been developed has laid the foundation 
for a full robot simulation system. 
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I. Structure of the Workcell File 
STAT$ alpha Status ("A"  or "D") ,(unused) 
.» 
WNAME$ alpha Workcell name (unused) 
WDIM!(1) real  (in) x Workcell   dimension 
WDIM!(2) real   (in) y cell dimension 
WDIM!(3) real  (in) z cell dimension 
RNAME$ alpha Robot name   (unused) 
INV.SOLN? integer # of inverse soln routine 
(0 if no routine available) 
NUMJNTSjf integer # of Robot  joints 
For each link I: 
TYPE$ alpha "R" if rev.   or 
npn   if prismatic 
ALPHA! (I) real   (radians) Link parameter b 
AI(I) real   (inches) Link parameter a 
DI(I) real  (inches) Link  parameter d 
THETAI(I) real   (radians) Link parameter t 
JMIN!(I) real   (rad or in) Joint minimum 
JMAXI(I) real   (rad or in) Joint maximum 
INITVALI(I)      real(rad or in) Initial value of 
joint 
NUMPTS$ integer # points defining link 
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For each point defining link I; 
PTS.DEF!(n,1) real (in) x coordinate 
PTS.DEF!(n,2) real  (in) y coordinate 
PTS.DEFl(n,3) real (in) z  coordinate 
BASE.FR!(1,1)...BASE.FR!(1,4) real  (in) 
BASE.FRK2,1)...BASE.FR!(2,4) Frame of base 
BASE.FR!(3,1)...BASE.FR!(4,1) with respect  to 
world frame 
NUMPTS? integer # points defining robot  base 
For each point defining the base: 
PTS.DEF!(n,1) real  (in) x coordinate 
PTS.DEF!(n,2) real  (in) y coordinate 
PTS.DEF!(n,3) real (in) z  coordinate 
NUMPIECES?        integer number of gripper pieces 
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For each gripper piece I: 
GRIP.FRl(I,1,1)...GRIP.FR!(I,1,iO 
GRIP. FR ! (1,2,1)... GRIP. FR 1(1,2,4) 
real (in),   frame  of 
piece I with respect 
GRIP.FR!(I,3,1)...GRIP.FR!(I,3,4) to last link (if 1=1) 
or with respect to piece 1  (if I>1) 
NUMPTS$ integer # points defining piece 
For each point defining piece I: 
PTS.DEF!(n,1) real (in) x coordinate 
PTS.DEF!(n,2) real  (in) y coordinate 
PTS.DEFI(n,3) real (in) z  coordinate 
i 
GRTYPE$ alpha gripper type ("P" for parallel)   . 
GRIP.MINI real (in) min value of gripper variable 
GRIP.MAX1 real  (in) max value of gripper variable 
INITVAL!(NUMJNTS*+1) .   real (in),  initial value of 
gripper variable 
NUMGBJjt integer # of objects in workcell 
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For each object I: -> 
ONAME$ alpha Object Name 
0BJ.FR!(I,1,1)...0BJ.FRI(I,1,4) real  (in) 
0BJ.FR!(I,2,1)...0BJ.FRI(I,2,i<) frame  of 
OBJ.FR!(I,3,1)...OBJ.FR!(I,3,4) object I 
with respeot to 
world frame 
NUMPTS$ integer # points defining object 
For each point defining object I: 
PTS.DEFI(n,1 ,) real "(in) x coordinate 
PTS.DEFl(n,2) real (in) y coordinate 
PTS.DEF!(n,3) real (in) z coordinate 
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